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Abstract

In the online world, Machine Translation (MT)
systems are extensively used to translate User-
Generated Text (UGT) such as reviews, tweets,
and social media posts, where the main mes-
sage is often the author’s positive or negative
attitude towards the topic of the text. How-
ever, MT systems still lack accuracy in some
low-resource languages and sometimes make
critical translation errors that completely flip
the sentiment polarity of the target word or
phrase and hence delivers a wrong affect mes-
sage. This is particularly noticeable in texts
that do not follow common lexico-grammatical
standards such as the dialectical Arabic (DA)
used on online platforms. In this research,
we aim to improve the translation of senti-
ment in UGT written in the dialectical ver-
sions of the Arabic language to English. Given
the scarcity of gold-standard parallel data for
DA-EN in the UGT domain, we introduce a
semi-supervised approach that exploits both
monolingual and parallel data for training an
NMT system initialised by a cross-lingual lan-
guage model trained with supervised and un-
supervised modeling objectives. We assess the
accuracy of sentiment translation by our pro-
posed system through a numerical ‘sentiment-
closeness’ measure as well as human evalua-
tion. We will show that our semi-supervised
MT system can significantly help with correct-
ing sentiment errors detected in the online trans-
lation of dialectical Arabic UGT.

1 Introduction

Incorporating automatic translation tools by web-
sites such as Twitter, amazon.com and book-
ing.com has become common practice to cater for
their multilingual users. In this context, sentiment
preservation is of great importance because deci-

sions about purchasing a product or service, as well
as analysis of public trends, are based on accurate
translation of the user’s affect message. Arabic
UGT constitutes a significant challenge for MT
systems because it is commonly a mix of Dialec-
tical Arabic (DA) and Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) which differ significantly on the lexico-
grammatical level. Research has shown that the
code-switching between DA and MSA by online
users can lead to a serious mistranslation of sen-
timent for several reasons (Saadany and Orasan,
2020).

First, there are lexical and structural differ-
ences between the two versions of the Arabic
language which cause confusion to MT systems
in choosing the correct sentiment-carrying word.
On the lexical level, there are polysemous words
used in both MSA and DA which can have ex-
act opposite sentiment poles. To give one exam-
ple, the word ‘YÓAg. ’ means ‘rigid’ in MSA, but
in DA, within the UGT domain, it often means
‘great or awesome’. Hence, we find the posi-
tive Goodreads review ‘ @Yg. YÓAg. H. A�J»’ (A very

good book)1 is mistranslated by the online MT
tool into ‘A very rigid book’, incorrectly reflect-
ing a negative sentiment. The same word, how-
ever, in another book review written in MSA
– ‘ �H@YgB@ XQå� ú


	̄ 	Ë ñÖÏ @ é �®K
Q£ @Yg. èYÓAg. ’ – is

correctly translated as ‘The author’s way of nar-
rating events is very rigid’, rightly reflecting the
dissatisfaction of the author.

Second, the Arabic writing system does not have
letters for short vowels; instead short vowels are
realised as diacritic symbols on or below letters.
UGT commonly lacks diacritics and hence it of-

1https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/16031620
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ten contains words spelled alike in MSA and DA
but different in meaning due to different pronunci-
ation. An example of these homographs is in the
DA tweet2 ‘I. �

	� A 	K AK
A 	®»’ where the noun ‘I. �
	�’

commonly means ‘fraud’ in DA with the diacritic
‘fatha’ (a short /a/ sound) on the first letter; the
tweet should read ‘Enough of the fraud’. The on-
line MT system flips the negative polarity as it
mistakes this word with its common homograph
in MSA meaning ‘monument’, pronounced with
‘damma’ (a short /u/ sound) on its first and sec-
ond letters. The mistranslation of the homograph
produces a neutral statement, ‘enough monument’,
which completely misses the negative polarity of
the source.

The third problem is that the way sentiment is
expressed by the DA used in UGT is different than
the structured DA data that is commonly used to
train DA-EN NMT systems (e.g. Zbib et al. (2012);
Bouamor et al. (2014); Elmahdy et al. (2014);
Meftouh et al. (2015); Bouamor et al. (2018)).
Some of the main differences is that UGT typi-
cally contains profanity and aggressive words that
are not to be found in the available dialectical data.
Moreover, the DA used on online platforms such
as Twitter usually contains unusual orthography to
express emotions or to obfuscate aggression and,
at times, nuanced words that are understood only
within context. A review of the literature shows
that the authentic parallel datasets for DA-EN con-
sist mainly of hand-crafted structured data which
significantly differ from this type of noisy DA used
in UGT. On the other hand, there is a consider-
able number of large parallel MSA-EN datasets in
various domains (e.g OPUS3 open-source parallel
MSA-EN datasets include UN documents, TEDx
talks, subtitles, news commentary, etc.). Since DA
in the UGT domain has peculiar qualities and since
it differs on the lexico-grammatical level from Stan-
dard Arabic and, at times, same words can have
opposite sentiment in the two versions, the freely
available MSA datasets are not optimal for trans-
lating sentiment in UGT written in a dialectical
version.

Given the scarcity of any substantial gold-
standard DA-EN data within the UGT domain, we
propose to improve the transfer of sentiment in
Arabic UGT by training a semi-supervised NMT

2https://twitter.com/Abdullahehemidy/status/
221985043793444865, Accessed: Aug 2022

3https://opus.nlpl.eu/

system where we leverage the relatively large gold-
standard MSA-EN data with DA monolingual data
from the UGT domain. We take advantage of pre-
training a cross-lingual language model with both
a Masked Language Modelling (MLM) objective
and a Translation Language Modelling (TLM) ob-
jective for creating a shared embedding space for
English, MSA and DA. We show that initialising
our NMT model with these cross-lingual pretrained
word representations has a significant impact on
the translation performance in general and on the
transfer of sentiment in particular. In this research,
therefore, we make the following contributions:

• We introduce a semi-supervised AR-EN NMT
system trained on both parallel and monolin-
gual data for a better translation of sentiment
in Arabic UGT.

• We introduce an empirical evaluation method
for assessing the transfer of sentiment be-
tween Arabic and English in the UGT domain.

• We make our compiled dataset, crosslingual
language models and semi-supervised NMT
system publicly available4.

To present our contributions, the paper is divided
as follows: Section 2 provides a summary of rel-
evant approaches to supervised and unsupervised
MT as well as research attempts for the translation
of DA. Section 3 describes our semi-supervised
NMT system set up and its requirements. Section
4 presents the experiments we conducted on our
compiled datasets as well as the assessment meth-
ods used to evaluate the improvement of sentiment
translation in DA UGT. Finally, Section 5 presents
our conclusions on the different experiments and
the limitations of the study.

2 Related Work

The earliest attempt to solve the problem of trans-
lating DA has been introduced by Zbib et al. (2012).
They created the largest existing parallel data for
DA to English which is relied upon in most MT
research for DA. The dataset consists of around
250k parallel sentences. They used Mechanical
Turk to translate sentences from DA to EN. Most
of the DA is in the Levantine and Egyptian dialects,
but none of the texts used belong to the UGT do-
main. They show that when translating the dialecti-
cal test sets, the DA-EN MT system performs 6.3

4https://tinyurl.com/bdfh8e4m
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and 7.0 BLEU points higher than an MT system
trained on a 150M-word MSA-EN parallel corpus.
Another approach to solve the data scarcity prob-
lem was introduced by Salloum and Habash (2013)
who propose pivoting to MSA instead of directly
translating from DA to EN. They transform DA sen-
tences into MSA by a large number of hand-written
morphosyntactic transfer rules.

There have been other attempts to create DA-EN
and DA-MSA parallel datasets such as the multi-
dialectical MDC and MADAR datasets (Bouamor
et al., 2014, 2018), the QCA speech corpus
(Elmahdy et al., 2014), and the PADIC paral-
lel corpus which includes five dialects and MSA,
but not English (Meftouh et al., 2015). These
datasets, however, are relatively too small (max
14.7k parallel sentences) and differ considerably
from the UGT domain. Since the problem of DA-
EN scarcity of data still exists up to the time of
writing this research, the most recent attempts to
improve the translation of DA to English have fo-
cused either on augmenting the available datasets
by bootstrapping techniques (Abid, 2020) or on
training with the large available MSA datasets and
fine-tuning on the smaller DA datasets (Sajjad et al.,
2020).

A recent research line in MT which has been in-
troduced to overcome the sparsity of gold-standard
parallel data for low-resource languages is unsuper-
vised MT which relies solely on monolingual data
of the source and target languages in training (Lam-
ple et al., 2017, 2018; Artetxe et al., 2017). The
key idea is to build a common latent space for two
languages (or more) which can be used to recon-
struct a sentence in a given language from a noisy
version of it (Vincent et al., 2008), or to obtain the
translated sentence by using a back-translation pro-
cedure (Sennrich et al., 2015a). The use of high
quality cross-lingual word embeddings pretrained
by state-of-the-art cross-lingual language models to
initialise the unsupervised MT systems has recently
contributed to a significant improvement in their
performance (Lample and Conneau, 2019; Artetxe
et al., 2019; Conneau et al., 2020). In this research,
we combine both methods of supervised and un-
supervised MT to compensate for the sparsity of
the DA-EN data from the UGT domain. Our semi-
supervised system is explained in the following
section.

Figure 1: Semi-supervised NMT system

3 Semi-supervised NMT System Set Up

3.1 Cross-Lingual Language Model

Due to their lexico-grammatical differences, we
treat dialectical and standard Arabic as two distinct
languages. Hence, we construct a multi-directional
NMT system between the permutations of DA-
MSA-EN with the objective of obtaining the high-
est translation accuracy in the DA-EN direction.
The setup of this system is shown in Figure 1. For
constructing our semi-supervised NMT system we
require the following data:

1. MSA-EN clean parallel data usually used for
training NMT,

2. MSA-DA clean parallel data from any do-
main,

3. DA-EN silver-standard parallel data from the
UGT domain with sentiment lexicon infused,
and

4. DA monolingual data from the UGT domain.

It should be noted that the Arabic UGT is not writ-
ten in DA per se, it is usually a mix of DA and
MSA. Since we are treating DA and MSA as two
distinct languages, we need to extract only the DA
instances from the UGT dataset. For this purpose,
we build our own DA detection classifier as per
step (1) in Figure 1.

In step (2), we pretrain a cross-lingual language
model to initialise our NMT system. We follow
Lample and Conneau (2019) approach to train a
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cross-lingual language model with the combination
of the following two objectives:

Masked Language Model (MLM): The MLM
we train has a similar objective to BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) masking technique but adopting Lam-
ple and Conneau (2019)’s approach by including
the use of text streams of an arbitrary number of
sentences (truncated at 200 tokens) instead of pairs
of sentences. We optimise the MLM objective on
the MSA and EN source data as well as the DA
monolingual data mentioned in data requirements
1, 2, and 4 above.

Translation Language Model (TLM): We use
the TLM objective to improve cross-lingual train-
ing where the language model is trained on the
gold-standard parallel sentences (i.e MSA-EN and
MSA-DA in data requirements 1 and 2 above). The
training is achieved by randomly masking words
in both the source and target sentences. Thus, to
predict a word masked in a DA sentence, for ex-
ample, the model can either attend to surrounding
DA words or to the EN/MSA side of the paral-
lel data if the DA context is not sufficient to infer
the masked DA word. By relying on the parallel
data, the TLM objective helps in the alignment of
embedding spaces across the three languages.

3.2 Semi-Supervised Machine Translation

To maximally exploit the similarity between the
DA and MSA, we use the embeddings from the
cross-lingual model we trained in step (2) of the
experiment to initialise the encoder and decoder
of the NMT system instead of random initialisa-
tion (step (3) in Figure 1). We train our system
with both supervised and unsupervised NMT ob-
jectives. The unsupervised objective is achieved
by a back-translation (BT) objective optimised by
a round-trip translation of the UGT monolingual
data. So a sentence s in DA monolingual data is
translated to EN, and then back-translated with the
objective of generating s. As for the supervised
objective, we use the normal Machine Translation
(MT) objective on our gold and silver parallel data.
The compilation of the data requirements for our
model is explained in the next section.

4 Experiment and Results

4.1 Data Compilation

As explained in Section 3.1, we need gold and sil-
ver standard parallel data for DA, MSA and EN as
well as DA from the UGT domain. For the gold

standard DA-EN data, we use the MDC (Bouamor
et al., 2014) and the MADAR (Bouamor et al.,
2018) corpora which consist of ≈ 33k parallel sen-
tences where the DA side comprises Egyptian, Syr-
ian, Palestinian, Jordanian and Tunisian dialects.
Although this corpus has diverse dialects, it differs
from the noisy DA used in UGT as it contains hand-
crafted sentences written for a traveler’s guide. We,
therefore, use two other gold DA-EN datasets that
are closer to the UGT domain. The first is com-
piled by Abid (2020) consisting of 18k sentences
created for the evaluation of the DA-EN transla-
tion by native speakers of Egyptian and Levantine
dialects. The second is the Sentiment After Trans-
lation (SAT) corpus (Salameh et al., 2015) which
consists of 1200 manually translated tweets from
Levantine. The latter is the only gold-standard DA-
EN UGT data we are aware of. As for the MSA-EN
gold-standard data, we opt for diversifying the do-
main. Thus, we use 2M sentences from the Opus
UN multilingual, and 1M from mixed Opus which
is extracted from TEDx talks and subtitles (Tiede-
mann, 2012).

For the monolingual data, we compiled UGT
datasets that were used as benchmarks for Ara-
bic sentiment detection tasks to guarantee that
they have a sentiment content. The monolingual
datasets comprise tweets (Gamal et al., 2019),
Goodreads reviews (LABR dataset) (Aly and Atiya,
2013) and the Arabic Online Commentary (AOC)
(Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2011). To extract
the DA instances from these datasets, we build
a DA detection classifier by fine-tuning a Roberta-
XLM (Conneau et al., 2019) model on the Arabic
Online Commentary (AOC) dataset (Zaidan and
Callison-Burch, 2011). The AOC is composed
of 3M MSA and dialectal comments created by
extracting reader commentary from the online ver-
sions of three Arabic newspapers which have a high
degree (about half) of dialectal content. From the
3M comments in this dataset, only 108,173 com-
ments are labelled via crowdsourcing. We use the
labelled comments for training our DA classifier.
We randomly shuffle the labelled dataset and split
it into 80% training (Train), 10% validation (Dev),
and 10% test (Test). The accuracy of the model
on the test set reached 92% which assured a sat-
isfactory extraction of the DA instances from the
monolingual dataset.

As for the silver-standard dataset, we have no-
ticed that Google Translate, which is the ad hoc MT
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Data Type Corpus Domain No. Sentences

Gold MSA-EN Multi-UN
Mixed OPUS

UN Documents
TEDx, Subtitles

2M
1M

Gold DA-MSA MADAR
MDC Traveler’s Guide 60K

Gold DA-EN
MADAR
MDC
(Abid, 2020)

Traveler’s Guide
Subtitles
Wiki
Fables

90K

Silver DA-MSA
AOC
LABR
SAT + NileULEX lexicon

(Back translation)
Tweets
Goodreads reviews
Online comments

166K

Silver DA-EN
AOC
LABR
SAT + NileULex lexicon

(Automatic Translation)
Tweets
Goodreads reviews
Online Comments

166K

Monolingual DA
AOC
LABR
SAT + NileULex lexicon

Tweets
Goodreads reviews
Online Comments

166K

Total Sentences 3.648M

Table 1: Distribution of the datasets used for training and their particular domains

system on different UGT platforms such as Twitter,
translates English into standard Arabic. We lever-
aged this feature by translating our monolingual
Arabic dialectical dataset into English and then
back translated it into Arabic. This round-trip trans-
lation produced a synthetic parallel data of DA-
EN-MSA. We expected that this synthetic dataset
would contain a large number of mistranslated
sentiment-carrying dialectical expressions and id-
ioms that are commonly used in Arabic UGT. To
alleviate the effect of these errors, we opted for cor-
recting these DA expressions by infusing a lexicon
of DA positive/negative phrases commonly used in
UGT. For this purpose, we manually translated into
MSA and English the NileULex (El-Beltagy, 2016)
sentiment lexicon which consisted of DA phrases
and idioms extracted from DA tweets. The lexicon
consisted of 1000 positive and negative phrases that
were found to be frequently used in tweets. We re-
placed these idioms with their correct translations
in the MSA and EN side of the data. The sentence
distribution of our datasets is shown in Table 1.

4.2 Training Details

4.3 Semi-supervised NMT system

Lample and Conneau (2019) have shown that the
alignment of embedding spaces across languages
that share the same alphabet and a significant frac-
tion of vocabulary proves to be effective in cross-
lingual tasks such as MT. Since this precisely ap-
plies to DA and MSA in our experiment, we use
the synthesised and gold parallel datasets as well as

the monolingual datasets described in the previous
section to build the crosslingual language model
for DA, MSA and EN. We use both the monolin-
gual and the parallel data to train our model with
a Translation objective (TLM) used in combina-
tion with a masking objective (MLM). Before train-
ing, the data is preprocessed by Moses tokeniser
(Koehn et al., 2007). We use fastBPE5 to learn
BPE codes and split words into subword units.
Since shared vocabulary has also proved to im-
prove the performance of multilingual models on
downstream cross-lingual tasks (Lample and Con-
neau, 2019; Conneau et al., 2020), we chose to
have a shared subword vocabulary for all datasets.
The BPE codes are learned on the concatenation
of sentences sampled by applying a BPE model
(Sennrich et al., 2015b) directly on raw text data
for all languages. We apply the BPE coding on
a network vocabulary size of 20000. We remove
sentence pairs which contain empty lines or lines
with a length longer than 200 tokens.

For training our cross-lingual model, we use a
transformer architecture with 1024 hidden units, 8
heads, and a dropout rate of 0.1. We use the Adam
optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for optimisation,
a linear warm-up (Vaswani et al., 2017) and learn-
ing rates varying from 10−4 to 5.10−4. For the
MLM and TLM objectives, we use streams of 200
tokens and train on mini-batches of size 32. For the
TLM objective, we also sample mini-batches of 32
tokens composed of sentences with similar lengths.

5https://github.com/glample/fastBPE
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We use the averaged perplexity over languages as
a stopping criterion for training the cross-lingual
models.

We then use the pretrained embedding vectors
in our crosslingual language model to initiate the
semi-supervised NMT system trained on our gold
and synthetic parallel datasets as well as the larger
monolingual datasets. As explained in Section 3.2,
the NMT system is trained with an MT objective for
the three languages, DA-EN-MSA, simultaneously.
We use the permutations of the three languages DA,
EN, MSA taken two at a time. It is also trained
with an unsupervised BT objective by maximising
the back translation accuracy of the monolingual
UGT dataset. For machine translation, we train
on a 6 layer transformer and we increase the maxi-
mum token length to 200 to accommodate for MSA
relatively long sentences. For the semi-supervised
NMT system, we use the BLEU score of the DA-
EN direction as the stopping criteria. We train for
100 epochs with an epoch size of 100k sentences.
The training of the language model and the semi-
supervised NMT system was conducted on 3 24GB
GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs for a period of 9 days.

4.3.1 Baseline Models
We aimed to experiment with two alternative set
ups where the monolingual UGT data is not in-
cluded in training. The first is a supervised base-
line model trained on the gold-standard MSA-EN
and DA-EN datasets as well as the silver DA-EN
dataset. We also concatenated our manually trans-
lated sentiment lexicon to the training data. For
this baseline, DA and MSA are indiscriminately
treated as one source language. We aimed to see
how far concatenating DA and MSA data can im-
prove the sentiment translation of DA into English
in the UGT dataset. In the second set up, we fol-
lowed similar research approaches (Salloum and
Habash, 2013; Sajjad et al., 2020) which overcome
the sparsity of DA data by pivoting to MSA as
an intermediary step in the DA-EN MT pipeline.
Thus, we build a DA-MSA MT system trained on
the gold-standard DA-MSA datasets and then trans-
lated the MSA output into English. For translat-
ing into English, we used Marian open-source pre-
trained AR-EN MT model6. We call this latter
model the Pivoting model. For both the baseline
and the Pivoting model, we trained two NMT sys-
tems by replicating the same preprocessing tech-

6https://nlp.johnsnowlabs.com/2021/01/03/
translate_ar_en_xx.html

nique of our semi-supervised model. Thus, we
trained an unsupervised BPE encoding model for
source and target data and split words into subword
units. We set the maximum vocabulary size to
20000. The two models were trained using a trans-
former for both the encoding and decoding layers
with 8 heads of self-attention and with an inner
feed-forward layer of size 2048 and a batch size of
4096 sentences. We used the Adam optimiser with
learning rate 2 and initialised training with 4000
warm up steps. We trained for 100k steps.

4.4 Results
For evaluation, we aimed to assess our proposed
models’ ability not only to produce quality transla-
tions but more importantly to transfer the UGT
sentiment correctly from DA to EN. Therefore,
we conducted different types of evaluation tech-
niques on two test sets: a held-out DA-EN test
set (180 parallel sentences) and a hand-crafted test
set (50 sentences) selected from the monolingual
DA dataset of tweets and book reviews. The hand-
crafted dataset contained carefully chosen tweets
and reviews with DA negative and positive expres-
sions which constitute a challenge for available MT
systems such as Google API (see Appendix A for
some examples). A professional translator created
a reference to the hand-crafted set. Both evaluation
sets were translated by our baseline, the Pivoting
model, the semi-supervised system proposed in this
paper and Google Translate. We devised both hu-
man and automatic sentiment evaluation measures
to assess how far the model is capable of main-
taining the correct polarity of the source text for
both test sets. The sacrebleu metric (Post, 2018)
was also used as to assess whether the quality of
the translation is balanced with the preservation of
sentiment by our proposed models. Details of the
experiment evaluations are presented in the next
sections and examples of the semi-supervised DA-
EN model output as compared to the ad hoc online
MT tool for Twitter are included in Appendix A of
this paper.

4.5 Translation Quality
Although there are benchmark datasets for the
translation of DA into English (Bouamor et al.,
2018; Meftouh et al., 2015; Sajjad et al., 2020),
none belongs to the UGT domain. Accordingly,
due to discrepancy in domain for our test data, we
could not compare our results to any of these re-
search experiments. We compare the BLEU scores
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SAM Score Average SAM Score Human Evaluation BLEU

Model Test Set Test Set Hand-crafted Set
H1 H2 H3 Test Set

Baseline 10.52 0.18 1.53 1.38 1.51 12.12
Pivoting MS-DA-EN 10.95 0.14 2.26 2.5 3 11.87
Google Translate 9.14 0.16 3.32 3.28 3.33 26.98
Semi-supervised MT 5.26 0.10 4 3.26 4.35 32.29

Table 2: Evaluation results for sentiment-closeness measure, human evaluation, and BLEU on test sets. The best
scores are in bold.

of the held-out test set for outputs of the baseline,
the Pivoting model, Google API and the semi-
supervised MT model. As can be seen in Table
2, the BLEU score of the semi-supervised system
is 5.31 points higher than Google Translate system
and both the baseline and the Pivoting model fall
far behind. This indicates that the quality of transla-
tion improves with our semi-supervised approach.
However, despite the higher scores achieved by
our system, research has shown that the BLEU
metric may not be optimal for assessing how far
the MT models transfer the sentiment correctly
(Saadany and Orasan, 2021). The reason is that
due to its restrictive exact matching to the refer-
ence, BLEU does not accommodate for importance
n-gram weighting which may be essential in assess-
ing sentiment-critical n-grams. For this reason, we
conduct two types of sentiment-focused measures,
automatic and manual, on our test sets. The senti-
ment assessment is explained in the next section.

4.5.1 Sentiment Quality

The first method is a Sentiment-Aware Measure
(SAM) which evaluates the sentiment distance be-
tween the MT output (the hypothesis) and the ref-
erence translation in English. SAM is calculated
by using the SentiWord dictionary of prior polari-
ties (Gatti et al., 2015). SentiWord is a sentiment
lexicon that combines the high precision of man-
ual lexica and the high coverage of automatic ones
(covering 155,000 words). It is based on assigning
a ‘prior polarity’ score for each lemma-POS in both
SentiWordNet and a number of human-annotated
sentiment lexica (Baccianella et al., 2010; War-
riner et al., 2013). The prior polarity is the out-of-
context positive or negative score which a lemma-
POS evokes.

We assume that SAM is proportional to the
distance between the sentiment scores of the un-
matched words in the system translation of the

DA source and the reference in English, the higher
the distance the greater the SAM score. To cal-
culate the SAM score, we designate the number
of remaining mismatched words in the hypothe-
sis and reference translation by m and n, respec-
tively. We calculate the total SentiWord senti-
ment score for the lemma-POS7 of the mismatched
words in the translation and reference sentences
using a weighted average of the sentiment score
of each mismatched lemma-POS. The weight of a
hypothesis mismatched word wh and a reference
mismatched word wr is calculated based on the
sentiment score of its lemma-POS, s, as follows:

wi
h = |si| i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (1)

wi
r = |si| i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (2)

Then the total sentiment score for hypothesis Sh

and reference Sr is given by:

Sh =

m∑

i=1

αisi, αi =
wi
h∑m

i=1w
i
h

(3)

Sr =

n∑

i=1

βisi, βi =
wi
r∑n

i=1w
i
r

(4)

The normalised SAM score is given by:

p =
|Sr − Sh|

2
(5)

As seen from equation (5), SAM is interpreted
as a translation cost. Thus, a lower SAM score in-
dicates a shorter distance from the sentiment score
of the source, and hence a better translation. As
illustrated by Table 2, the semi-supervised NMT
system maintains the lowest sentiment distance as
it records the lowest total SAM score for the test set
(5.26). Moreover, the average SAM score between
the hypothesis of the semi-supervised model and

7We use spaCy V3.1 library to assign the lemma-POS of
each token.
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reference is also the lowest (0.10). Compared to
the other models, the lower SAM scores indicate
that the semi-supervised model is more capable of
maintaining the sentiment polarity of the individ-
ual tokens of the source DA tweet or review as it
shows the least sentiment discrepancy between its
hypothesis and the reference translation.

For the second evaluation, we aimed to conduct
a focused assessment of the ability of each model
to transfer sentiment in challenging examples. We,
therefore, conducted a human evaluation on the
smaller hand-crafted dataset that consisted of UGT
DA examples that constitute a challenge to online
MT systems. We asked three native speakers of
Arabic, who are also near native in English, to
scale from 1 to 5 how far the sentiment expressed
in the source DA tweet or the online review is pre-
served. We provided each human annotator with
four translations of the source produced by the
baseline, the Pivot model, the semi-supervised sys-
tem and Google Translate. The average scores of
the three annotators (H1, H2, H3) for each out-
put is recorded in Table 2. As can be seen from
the scores, the average performance of the semi-
supervised model is slightly higher than Google
Translate for Annotator H1 and H3, but lower for
annotator H2. The baseline and the Pivoting model,
however, are performing around 2 scales below
the average according to all annotators. Overall,
the automatic and manual sentiment evaluation of
the four systems indicate that the semi-supervised
MT system is more competent in preserving the
sentiment of the source DA text.

4.6 Error Analysis

We conducted an error analysis on the mistransla-
tion of sentiment by extracting the translations that
received the lower scores by the human annotators
in the hand-crafted dataset. It was observed that
the aggressive DA examples in tweets were gener-
ally missed by Google API, the baseline as well
as the Pivoting model. For example, the aggres-
sion in the DA tweet ‘ 	áK
YË@ Yª� AK
 ½�J�
K. H. Q

	m�'
’
(Go to hell Saadu-deen) is missed in the output of
the Google API – ‘your house will be destroyed,
Saadu-deen’ – as it provides a literal meaning to
the DA offensive curse ‘½�J�
K. H. Q

	m�'
’ (Go to hell).
The semi-supervised model output, on the other
hand, correctly transfers the offensive message as
it translates the tweet with a similarly aggressive
curse: ‘Damn you Saadu-deen’ (See Ex3 and Ex4

in Appendix A for similar aggressive tweets).
Moreover, the UGT monolingual data used for

training the semi-supervised model had a posi-
tive effect in improving the translation of prob-
lematic structures such as negation particles which
were realised as clitics added to the stem of the
word. For example, the negation in the tweet
‘ AîE
Q�� ���
 Yg ø
 @

��j�	JÓ’ (I would not advise any-
one to buy it) is correctly transferred by the hypoth-
esis of the semi-supervised model whereas Google
API produces the wrong translation: ‘I advise any-
one to buy it’, and the Pivoting model produces a
similarly wrong meaning: ‘Anybody buys it’ (See
also Ex3 in Appendix A). It was also noticed that
the baseline performed well on structured DA-EN
data but the translation quality was significantly de-
graded with the DA test data of tweets and online
reviews. This substantiates our hypothesis that the
available DA-EN structured data are not optimum
for building a robust DA-EN system capable of
translating the UGT domain.

Finally, it was noticed that are several exam-
ples where the sentiment gist of the source is trans-
ferred despite structural errors. For example, the
human annotators marked the hypothesis of the
semi-supervised model ‘We are backwardness in
us’ as correctly transferring the negative sentiment
despite the ill-formed structure. The correct refer-
ence of this tweet is ‘Backwardness is in us’. This
trade-off between sentiment accuracy and transla-
tion fluency is evident in a number of hypotheses
produced by the semi-supervised model (See Ex4,
Ex5, Ex6 in Appendix A for similar examples).

5 Conclusion

In this research, we tackled the intricate problem of
translating sentiment in different Arabic dialects in
the UGT domain such as tweets and online reviews.
We overcome the problem of the scarcity of gold-
standard parallel data by training an NMT model
with both a supervised and an unsupervised objec-
tive functions using monolingual as well as parallel
data. We compared this model to a baseline that
was trained solely on parallel data and a DA-EN
MT model where we pivoted on MSA as an inter-
mediary step. Our semi-supervised model showed
improved performance over these two models not
only in terms of translation quality but specifically
in the preservation of the sentiment polarity of the
source. We also conducted automatic and manual
evaluation of the models’ performance and pro-
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posed a lexicon-based metric that takes into ac-
count the sentiment distance between the source
and the MT output. Overall, our error analysis
has revealed that despite some structural inaccu-
racies the semi-supervised model is more capable
of transferring the correct sentiment specifically
in aggressive tweets. Future research will address
the challenge of trading off translation fluency for
sentiment accuracy to improve the translation of
sentiment-oriented Arabic online content.
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A Appendix

Ex1

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

ú 	æÊm��
slay me
pissed me off
He made me quite angry

Ex2

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

@Yg. 	á�
 	®�@
very wedged
very sorry
We are very sorry

Ex3

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

A 	K @ H. Y» @ ���.jJ.Ó ½¾ 	¢ 	®m�'
 é<Ë @
May God protect you, I love you
May God protect you, I don’t like to lie
May God protect you, I don’t like to lie

Ex4

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

é�® 	̄ñK
B é<Ë @
God doesn’t help him
God does not grant him success
May God not grant him success.

Ex5

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

?½J
ë 	á�k@ ��Qå��
 ú

	æªK
 ÕÎ¾�J 	K ø
 ñ

�� A 	JJ
Ê 	g ���
ÊªÓ
OK let’s talk a little, I mean steal the best heck?
Sorry, let’s talk a little he steals the best like this?
Let’s just talk a bit, so does he better steal like this?

Ex6

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

ÐC¾Ë@ 	áÓ A 	Kñº 	̄ É« 	P 	àðYK.
Without getting upset, let’s talk
Without getting upset, so be from talking
Without getting upset, so be it from talking
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